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grief; while this girl's brother, Theodot Brunn, a
young pastor, provided additional traits for Brand
himself. Over and above this, Ibsen put more of
himself, at least of one side of himself, into his work
than he had yet ventured to transfer to poetry.
" Brand ", he said—and he did not often make such
confessions—" is myself in my best moments."
'Brand holds the mirror, in a way that needs no
proof, to the ideas of the time. Uppermost is the
obsessing thought, which had already left traces on
The Pretenders., of Norway's defection from Ibsen's
cherished dream of Scandinavian unity.
" What has been decisive and significant for me ",
he wrote in one of his letters from Rome/ " is that I
got to a sufficient distance from our own conditions to
see the hollowness behind all the invented lies of our
so-called public life, and the pitifulness in all the
personal phrase-mongering which always has plenty
of words when it is a question of * a great cause ';
but which never possesses the power, the will, or the
sense of duty for a great deed. How often do we
not hear the good people in Norway talking of Norse
discretion with complacent satisfaction ! And nothing
more is really meant by it than that lukewarm, medium
temperature which makes it impossible for the capable
soul to commit a folly in the great style. It cannot
be denied that the crowd is well drilled; there is
uniformity in it, which, in its way, is exemplary : step
and time are the same for all. Here, in Italy, you may
believe me, it is different! "
'Brand is a drama with a purpose, in an even more
definite sense than any of the dramas of the poet's
later life; and that purpose was to sting, by satire and
persuasion, the Norwegian people out of its lethargy,
its spiritual sloth, its faint-hearted " halfness "„
Although Pastor Brand is primarily concerned with
the faltering religious faith of his people, his words
1 Breve fra Henrik Ibsen udg. av H. Koht og J. Elias, Copenhagen, 1904,
I, pp. 102 f. (quoted by Gran, op. cif., I, pp. 165 f.).

